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So, you went out and bought a fancy new 3D TV. Good ya, the economy needs it. Now, if you are willing to put up with some really bad implementations of effects on a regularly, you can watch all the 3D Blu-Rays and 3D-enabled games you want. For that reason (and because we have a nose for gimmicks) at GamePro we remain pretty skeptical that 3D is really the future of
gaming and movie entertainment. However, we've actually had some great experiences playing games in 3D, and if you're desperately looking for a good experience to justify an expensive 3DTV purchase, we can help you. Below are 5 games that you need to try out in 3D mode if you have equipment. Each uses 3D in a different way to improve spatial awareness, make things
more visually dramatic or make things more appropriately real. Batman's graphics, especially the character design, already seem to play with cool action figures, and the 3D effects only make that feeling even more alive. 3D make the action feel almost tactile so you can reach out and grab Harley Quinn and put her on your mantle. Another advantage of playing Arkham City in 3D
is the better special awareness it gives, especially when you are faced with a room full of thugs and gargoyles that you need to hang on to set them a takedown attack. Assessing your situation, usually or in detective mode, is definitely enhanced by 3D effects. The newly re-released Shadow of the Colossus remake HD graphics may have cleaner lines and smoother animations
than the original, but they're not visual feasts richly textured by recent games. That doesn't mean it's still not beautiful, if it's somey tough and tough. The addition of 3D further highlights its nakedness and is somehow more effective for it. You are even more aware of how Wonder and his horse Agro are in this strange land. But of course, it is one of the central elements that defines
the unique nature of the game that really helps 3D bring it to life. The colossus looks even bigger thanks to its 3D effects, giving them a better sense of how small you are when you're tightly held in the fur.3D playing with .3D only intensifies that feeling, which is one of the magical foundations of that game. Sports games look like they would just make a great platform for 3D
graphics based on their nature. Sports games usually employ some of the very latest and most photo-realistic visuals, and the spatial nature of the sport (almost all major ones include balls and restricted playgrounds) seems like a great opportunity to use 3D to increase the effectiveness of the game that makes you feel like you're really playing that sport. Playing in 3D can really
improve, so I was able to put NBA 2K12 on this listThe ability to view lanes and know exactly where your teammates are. But the game that really shines in 3D is MLB 11: The Show. Pitcher/batter duels alone are a whole new challenge when you need to train your eyes for depth perception. MLB 11: The show is great in 3D, but as a genre, most sports games are better made by
technology. The Uncharted 3 was clearly designed around being played in 3D. Climbing and traversal puzzles obviously benefit a lot when perceived in 3D, and the fact that the game is a third-party action game means that 3D really sets the main character Nathan Drake apart. Like Batman: Arkham City, you almost feel like you can reach out and touch it. But uncharted 3's script
set pieces really look at how developers built their scenes with the idea that they look even more amazing in 3D. Take, for example, a scene in which Drake escapes a burning cargo plane, is ejected from the back of his fuselage and is saved by hanging on a dangling cargo net. Now imagine it without a subway sandwich in 3D with his hands. It's great. I think it's because thanks to
the visual dimension of 3D technology, I feel more dramatic and exciting scenes and it was planned that way from the beginning. Despite mixed reviews from critics, Bulletstorm had some guilty moments of joy, so it was worth playing with. But Instinct Leash is ultimately why gaming is a must-have for 3D TV owners - with the lead, the world suddenly experiences brilliant depth.
Leash can whip the enemy towards you and then kick, throw, or shoot the bodies of their vulnerable rag dolls. It's probably the game's biggest selling point, and in 3D the enemy seems to be really drawn towards you or thrown away from you. Compared to 2D, the environment around the characters is also much more realized and looks at them in real depth. Similarly, your gun
appears to be physically hovering over the screen, so iron vision is greatly improved in 3D. Even the occasional waterfall or cliff-like backdrop really looks like part of a vast and fully navigable world in 3D. In 2D, these set pieces fade into the background. In 3D, bulletstorm's strange world is not just howling psychos that come to you with guns. This story was originally published by
GamePro5 games that are actually worth playing in 3D. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in the article, we may get a small commission. For more information, please visit our Affiliate Link Policy. 3D games are quickly set to move beyond their current limited niche in the hardcore PC market, with console makers and game developers increasingly eager to offer
us engaging interactive content to play on a slew of new TVs set to hit shelves later this spring. CES 2010 is, in many ways, a celebration of 3D TV technology, with almost all major TV manufacturers announcing the latest and latest TV makersHD TV models - many of which will see commercial releases later next month. The runaway success of films such as James Cameron's
Avatar and Disney's UP not only has caused a huge welcome new interest in the film, but will also increase sales of 3D TVs when it arrives on Blu-ray in late 2010. Just like the imaginary game of Tetris 3D you dreamed of the other night, the pieces are starting to fall into place. But what are the proper 3D games in our lounges? we're still stuck in the position of an annoying catch-
22 impasse where publishers don't invest extra cash, and developers won't go the extra mile until the proven market (and all the significant return on investment) is in place. A brief history of 3D gaming Over the past 20 years it has been numerous attempts to bring console and handheld and PC games to the third dimension. Most were quickly (and correctly) dismissed so as to be
nothing more than a gimmick inducing cheap headaches by consumers. We weren't too worried about past efforts, such as Nintendo's Virtual Boys, says Dale H. Maune, an analyst at Insight Media.VIRTUAL BOY, a 3D and display technology research firm: 3D games that couldn't ignite the 3D gaming revolution in the 90s, stereoscopic 3D (S-3D) It's really recent in terms of our
ability to play games. The release of DirectX 8 has moved into the era of standardized 3D APIs for MS Windows, where game developers and publishers have created more 3D assets in their games, adds Maunu. Moving to DirectX 9 still provides a lot of tools for game developers and is actually the minimum requirement for S-3D games. Many of the titles that can be played in S-
3D were developed for DirectX 9. Rewinding a few years ago in 2008, there were already 3D monitors and systems available from iZ3D, Zalman and more to play DirectX 9 games in S-3D. The Zalman system used DDD drivers, but iZ3D developed its own drivers, Maunu said, adding, The system worked pretty well, but there were no S-3D standards or APIs, so drivers generally
had to tweak each game by hand. In addition, game developers were not directly involved in getting the game to work in S-3D, so there was still considerable variation in the game-to-game S-3D experience. Nvidia's 3D Vision technology was introduced in early 2009, and along with its own S-3D API, several criteria began to be set for game developers and game buyers. World of
Warcraft introduced support for 3D vision at the beginning of 2009, and Nvidia was able to convince many developers to support S-3D, says Maunu. And some cracking 3D optimized PC titles soon followed, including Left 4 Dead 2, Resident Evil 5, Batman: Arkham Asylum, and most recently the avatar game spinoff from Ubisoft.TechRadar, talked to Patrick Naudd, executive
producer of Avatar of Ubi.Working on 3D was a great experience for our team. Whenever we can go out there and be one of the first of these new technologies, you get a boost in creativity, and we've had a lot of fun coming up with great ways to use innovation to make games that put the right players in the environment and action. I personally see a lot of potential by combining 3-
D and Natal, says the Avatar game producer. The combination of these two technologies provides an immersive gameplay experience. S-3D Gaming Alliance Neil Schneider is executive director of the S-3D Gaming Alliance (S3DGA) - a nonprofit organization generally considered to be the official voice and standard agency for three-dimensional 3D gaming. Schneider disagrees
with analysts like Dale Maune, who argues that S-3D gaming is a recent phenomenon in gaming, and told TechRadar, Modern S-3D games have been going on for 12 years! (S3DGA brings together its own potted history of S-3D games, and you can watch part 1 and part 2 of it on YouTube (Part 3 is currently in production). Schneider also said nvidia's own 3D marketing suggests
400 compatible video games but this is for depth-only situations. [and] When gamers attempt off-screen or pop-out settings, anomalies become much more common and this compatibility list is greatly reduced. Similar results can be expected from additional driver developers like DDD and iZ3D. This is one of the reasons why S3DGA was founded. We want that more than 400
game support and we want it across the industry. Schneider also adds that he considers it inappropriate to give all credit Nvidia for developing S-3D standards. This is not the case and is misunderstood, says the S3DGA director. That effort is 100% unique and not based on standards. Their drivers don't work with countless competing shutter glasses out there and Nvidia's first
effort to pass an accurate left and right image view to the display was made with Avatar: the game, which was handled via private placement. He added that Ubisoft's Avatar: The game had the same native support for iZ3D, RealD's new format, Sensio's codecs, interlacing, etc., adding, Nvidia's left-right technique was just one of many viable implementations included in the game.
Even with in-game interface features, 99% of Nvidia GeForce 3D Vision optimizations are profile-based, liked by all other driver developers. It is wrong to think otherwise. Avatar: The game is the first and only true API-based game in Nvidia Camp, but this should grow quickly enough. This does not compromise the quality nvidia offers with geForce 3D vision solutions. I think it's
wrong to trust competitive innovations that don't exist yet. Neil Trevett, President of Kronos Group (OpenGL), VP of NVIDIA Mobile Content and Senior Art Director Habib Zalgerp poolJohn Pedy of Electronic Arts, John Pedy Research, all serves on the advisory board of the S3DGA. If there was a single lesson from CES 2010, nvidia is one of several viable players on the market.
Additional players include Hyundai, Zalman, LG, Acer, XpanD, and more. AMD and Bit Cauldron are also nearby. Low entry barrier Among all creative industries, it is a game development that is quickly uniquely placed to do the most interesting things with new 3D display and glasses technology. After all, game creators have been making games in 3D for years, but are limited only
by the fact that games are watched and played on flat 2D monitors and TVs. As every section of the industry prepares to gather behind 3D TVs, it's what game developers start to put in their sight, agrees Peter Walsh, lead programmer at Cohort Studios. Game developers are uniquely prepared to develop content to take advantage of 3D TVs. Filmmakers, sports broadcasters,
animation studios, and everyone else involved in television need to invest heavily in replacing things like camera infrastructure and editing equipment to process 3D data. On the other hand, game developers already have all that information readily available. In fact, I spend a lot of time trying to make the 3D world look good on the 2D screen. Depth information is already available
for the game to work on 3D TVs. TV
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